
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List E-10: Words Ending with -ar, -er, -or

Spelling Words Review

anchor

vinegar

whimper

cylinder

ancestor

neighbor

counselor

narrator

believer

lighter

carrier

grammar

elevator

censor

  discolor

  educator

  projector

 triangular

 solar

 laser

college

lotion

general

Challenge

survivor

sorcerer

Unscramble the spelling words.

1.  l  a  s  o  r          __________________
hint:  having to do with the sun         

2.  v  e  l  o  r  a  t  e                         __________________
hint:  a compartment that takes people to
         different floors of a building

3.  r  i  c  e  r  a  r                                __________________
hint: a person or object that holds something

4.  d  i  n  l  y  c  r  e            __________________
hint: a geometric figure with long parallel sides
        and circular or oval ends

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  to officially examine and ban certain parts of something (like a book)       __________________

6.  a type of liquid that has a sour taste to it                                   __________________

7.  the person who reads or tells a story                                                           __________________

8. having to do with the shape of a triangle                                   __________________

Write an antonym for each definition. 

9.     darker  _______________  (seven letters)

10.   student  _______________  (eight letters) 

11.   descendant  _______________  (eight letters)

12.   doubter  _______________  (eight letters)
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Name: _________________________________        List E-10: Words Ending with -ar, -er, -or

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

laser   discolor whimper       neighbor

anchor projector   grammar       counselor

13.  Our teacher considers  ________________________  when she grades our written work.

14.  The speaker used a  ________________________  pointer  to draw the audience's attention to 
his presentation. 

15.  He may not be the friendliest  ________________________ , but you can always count on him. 

16. I heard the puppy  ________________________  when it wanted to go outside.

17. Our school  ________________________  guides students to make the best choices. 

18. The boat isn't going to drift far, since it is being held firmly by the ____________________ .

19. The fabric of our sofa has started to ________________________ from being in the sunlight. 

20.  The movie  ________________________  at the theater was not working, so nothing showed up
 on the screen.

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word has the most syllables?             ___________________________

22. Which review word has one set of double consonants?         ___________________________

23. Which review word contains the /sh/ sound? ___________________________

24. Which bonus word is a  synonym for wizard? ___________________________

25. Which bonus word comes from the root word ___________________________
meaning, “to stay alive”?
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ANSWER KEY
Spelling Words

List E-10: Words Ending with -ar, -er, -or

Spelling Words Review

anchor

vinegar

whimper

cylinder

ancestor

neighbor

counselor

narrator

believer

lighter

carrier

grammar

elevator

censor

  discolor

  educator

  projector

 triangular

 solar

 laser

college

lotion

general

Challenge

survivor

sorcerer

Unscramble the spelling words.

1.  l  a  s  o  r          solar
hint: having to do with the sun            

2.  v  e  l  o  r  a  t  e                          elevator
hint: a compartment that takes people to 
        different floors of a building

3.  r  i  c  e  r  a  r                                carrier
hint: a person or object that holds something

4.  d  i  n  l  y  c  r  e            cylinder
hint: a geometric figure with long parallel sides
        and circular or oval ends

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  to officially examine and ban certain parts of something (like a book)       censor 

6.  a type of liquid that has a sour taste to it                                   vinegar

7.  the person who reads or tells a story                                                           narrator

8. having to do with the shape of a triangle                        triangular  

Write an antonym for each definition. 

9.     darker  lighter   (seven letters)

10.   student  educator   (eight letters) 

11.   descendant  ancestor   (eight letters)

12.   doubter believer   (eight letters)
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ANSWER KEY
Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

laser  discolor whimper       neighbor

anchor projector   grammar       counselor

13.  Our teacher considers  grammar  when she grades our written work.

14.  The speaker used a  laser  pointer  to draw the audience's attention to his presentation.

15.  He may not be the friendliest  neighbor , but you can always count on him. 

16. I heard the puppy  whimper  when it wanted to go outside.

17. Our school  counselor  guides students to make the best choices. 

18. The boat isn't going to drift far, since it is being held firmly by the anchor.

19. The fabric of our sofa has started to  discolor  from being in the sunlight. 

20.  The movie  projector  at the theater was not working, so nothing showed up on the screen.

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word has the most syllables?             general

22. Which review word has one set of double consonants?         college

23. Which review word contains the /sh/ sound? lotion

24. Which bonus word is a  synonym for wizard? sorcerer

25. Which bonus word comes from the root word meaning, survivor
“to stay alive”?
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